Pool of Pools Quarterly Report
4th Quarter 2018 – October November December
Overview:
The Pool of Pools chassis contributors serve the San Pedro Basin as the largest and most complex
pool in the nation. With multiple stakeholders including - 13 marine terminals, 5 rail ramps, and
20+ offdock locations facilitating the 35% share of US import cargo volume is an extraordinarily
unique and challenging operating environment. The 4th quarter of 2018 proved to be the most
challenging yet while the PoP team overcame significant logistical challenges and container volume
surges. All in all, the team has achieved continuous improvement despite the difficult conditions
and strives to deliver the highest levels of service for all stakeholders.
Key Metrics through December 2018:

Key Points and Challenges Impacting Operations during Q4-2018:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Continued focus is needed to further reduce the OOS. As with any chassis fleet there is a
repair cycle for each unit, and at any given time there will be units deemed unusable on
terminal that need either minor maintenance or major repair. Cooperation from all
stakeholders is needed to collapse the repair cycle times and get units back in service in the
pool moving cargo as quickly as possible.
125k teu of extra loader volume (‘tariff cargo’), much of which arrived at terminals outside
the normal alliance pattern, caused spot disruptions in chassis availability.
Although overall PoP fleet size is commensurate with PoP volumes, in response to the
unexpected Q4 demand brought in by the extra loaders, PoP added 2500x40’ chassis to the
Pool to assist with chassis availability.
Lack of warehouse space and use of containers/chassis to store goods caused higher on
street dwell times and impacted chassis availability.
Imbalance and dislocation in excess of 50% continues to impact daily chassis operations
and availability.
Terminals holding excess equipment impacts availability - Cooperation from all Terminals is
needed to release surplus equipment for allocation by the PoP Joint Repo Group, and to
examine idle equipment and report to Lead Pool Representatives for disposition.

